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Abstract

This paper presents a variant of probabilistic

roadmap algorithms that recently appeared as a

promising approach to motion planning. We exploit

a free-space structuring of the con�guration space into

visibility domains in order to produce small roadmaps.

The algorithm has been implemented within a software

platform allowing to address a large class of mechan-

ical systems. Experiments show the e�ciency of the

approach in capturing narrow passages of collision-free

con�guration spaces.

1 Introduction

Due to the continuous increasing power of the

computers, probabilistic approaches to motion plan-

ning (e.g.,[2, 6, 13, 8, 3]) allow today to solve practi-

cal problems which were not addressed few years ago.

Apart some attempts aiming to provide formalmodels

of complexity [10, 7, 4, 15], the success of such meth-

ods remains better noticed than well understood.

This paper proposes a variant of the Probabilistic

RoadMap (PRM) algorithm introduced in [6] (and in-

dependently in [13] as the Probabilistic Path Planner).

These algorithms generate collision-free con�gurations

randomly and try to link them with a simple local

path planning method. A roadmap is then generated,

tending to capture the connectivity of the collision-free

con�guration space CS

free

.

Our variant of these approaches takes advantage of

the visibility notion. While usually each collision-free

con�guration generated by the PRM algorithm is inte-

grated to the roadmap, our algorithm keeps only con-

�gurations which either connect two connected com-

ponents of the roadmap, or are not \visible" by some

so-called guard con�gurations.

This approach computes roadmaps with small num-

ber of nodes. It integrates a termination condition re-

lated to the volume of the free space covered by the

roadmap. Experimental comparison shows good per-

formances in terms of computation time, especially

when applied to con�guration spaces with narrow pas-

sages.

Section 2 introduces the notion of visibility

roadmap. Section 3 describes a simple probabilistic

algorithm that computes such roadmaps. In Section

4, we provide a comparison with the basic algorithm

classically used in the PRM scheme. Finally, the last

section presents several examples of problems solved

by the planner that is integrated in the Move3d soft-

ware platform dedicated to motion planning.

2 Visibility Roadmaps

De�nitions Consider a robot R moving in a

workspace W. Let CS be the con�guration space of

the robot. Let CS

free

be the collision-free con�gu-

ration space with respect to W. Let L be any lo-

cal method that computes a path L(q; q

0

) (e.g., the

straight line segment) between two given con�gura-

tions q and q

0

.

We de�ne the visibility domain of a con�guration q

for L by:

V is

L

(q) = fq

0

2 CS

free

such that L(q; q

0

) 2 CS

free

g

q is said to be the guard of V is

L

(q) A con�guration

is said to be a connection if it lies within the visibility

domains of at least two guards.

Consider a coverage of CS

free

by s visibility do-

mains V is

L

(q

i

), 1 � i � s, such as L(q

i

; q

j

) 62 CS

free

for any pair of guards (q

i

; q

j

). Then we build the fol-

lowing graph R. Guards are nodes of the graph. For

any two intersecting visibility domains V is

L

(q

i

) and



q

Figure 1: Visibility domain of a con�guration and the

roadmap de�ned by three guards nodes (black) and three

connection nodes (white). Here paths L(q; q

0

) are the

straight line segments [q; q

0

].

V is

L

(q

j

), we add a connection node q and two edges

(q; q

i

) and (q; q

j

) (see Figure 1). The graph R clearly

veri�es the following property:

Property: Let us consider any two con�gurations

q

init

and q

goal

such as there exists a sequence of

collision-free paths of type L between them. Then there

is a guard node q

1

and a guard node q

2

in R such as:

q

init

2 V is

L

(q

1

), q

goal

2 V is

L

(q

2

) with q

1

and q

2

lying

in a same connected component of R.

This property means that R captures the connec-

tivity of CS

free

. R is said to be a visibility roadmap.

Comments The notion of visibility roadmap raises

several comments. Since the de�nition of the visibility

domains is related to a local method, it would have

been better to use the term of \reachable domain".

Both notions are identical when the local method pro-

vides elementary straight line segments. We keep the

word \visibility" because it is more intuitive. We con-

sider implicitly that R is an undirected graph; that

means that L should be symmetric.

The existence of �nite coverage by visibility domains

depends both on the shape of CS

free

and on L. Such

coverage may not exist

1

. Nevertheless these cases are

di�cult for any other alternative planners.

Finally the number of guards is not required to be

optimal. Optimality refers to the well known and chal-

lenging art gallery problem [12].

3 A probabilistic algorithm

Description The algorithm iteratively processes

two sets of nodes: Guard and Connection. The nodes

of Guard belonging to a same connected component

(i.e. connected by nodes of Connection) are gathered

in subsets G

i

. At each elementary iteration, the algo-

rithm selects a collision-free con�guration q.

The main loop of the algorithm processes all the

current components G

i

of Guard. It loops over the

nodes g in G

i

, until it �nds a node visible from q. The

1

A �nite coverage by visibility domains does not exist for

non ��good free spaces [5].

�rst time the algorithm succeeds in �nding such a vis-

ible node g, it memorizes both g and its component

G

i

and switches to the next component G

i+1

. When q

\sees" another guard g

0

in another component G

j

, the

algorithm adds this con�guration to the Connection

set and the component G

j

is merged with the memo-

rized G

i

.

The main loop fails to create a new node in two

cases:

� either q is visible from only one component; in

that case q is rejected.

� or q is not visible from any guard: in that case it

becomes a guard node that creates a new compo-

nent fqg inserted into set Guard.

Parameter ntry is the number of failures before the

insertion of a new guard node. 1=ntry gives an es-

timation of the volume not yet covered by visibility

domains. It estimates the fraction between the non

covered volume and the total volume of CS

free

. This

is a critical parameter which controls the end of the

algorithm. Hence, the algorithm stops when ntry be-

comes greater than a user set value M , which means

that the coverage of the free space by visibility do-

mains becomes greater than (1�

1

M

).

Algorithm

ntry  0

While (ntry < M)

Select a random free con�guration q

guard  ;;G

vis

 ;

For all components G

i

of Guard do

found FALSE

For all nodes g of G

i

do

If(q belongs to V is(g)) then

found TRUE

If (:guard)) then guard  g; G

vis

 G

i

Else /* q is a connection node */

Add q to Connection

Create edges (q; g) and (q; guard)

Merge components G

vis

and G

i

;

until found = TRUE

If (:guard) then/* q is a guard node /*

Add fqg to Guard; ntry  0

Else ntry  ntry + 1

End

Figure 2 shows examples of visibility roadmaps com-

puted by the algorithm.

Termination criterion Each new guard node in-

serted to the roadmap increases the coverage of

CS

free

. Therefore the probability of generating con-

�gurations in non covered regions keeps decreasing.



Figure 2: Four runs of the algorithm on a simple example

with M = 50.

The algorithm is then guaranteed to terminate for any

value of M . When it stops, a probabilistic estimation

of the percentage of the free space not covered by the

guards is

1

M

. Therefore, the probability for the local

method to fail in connecting two con�gurations q

init

or q

goal

to the roadmap is (1�

1

M

).

The solution path shown in Figure 3 was found from

a visibility roadmap computed by the algorithm with

M = 400.

Analysis Figure 4 shows the evolution of the free-

space coverage for the 6-dof puzzle example (Figure

3) with respect to the number of guards generated

by the algorithm. The solid curve plots (1 �

1

ntry

).

The dashed curve plots the real percentages of the

free space coverage (they were computed by testing

the visibility of each set of guards with a huge number

of free con�gurations). As shown by the �gure, the

estimation rapidly converges toward the actual cov-

erage: the error becomes less than one percent with

100 guards. Also one can note that despite the rather

complex shape of CS

free

for this example, less than

hundred guards are su�cient to see 98% of the free

space.

Side-e�ect and limitation Two limitations of the

approach are illustrated in Figures 5. In the left �g-

ure, two guard nodes have been generated. They fully

cover CS

free

. The intersection domain of both visibil-

ity domains is \unfortunately" small. The only way

to complete the roadmap is to pick a connection node

in the small triangle. Then the algorithm will fail if

the parameterM is not su�ciently high. Nevertheless

this case is only a side-e�ect of the algorithm. Indeed,

Figure 3: A solution path for the 6-dof puzzle problem

presented in [9].

nbtry
11-Coverage estimated by

Real coverage

Nb guards

Visibility
%

Figure 4: Evolution of the free space coverage w.r.t. the

number of guards

in this example, the probability to select the �rst two

guards with a small intersection domain is small. We

may be overcome this e�ect by running the algorithm

twice.

The second �gure (on the right) illustrates the dif-

�cult case to put guards in narrow passages with a

probabilistic approach. In the next section we present

experimental results comparing the performance of

our approach with respect to other probabilistic ap-



Figure 5: Two di�cult situations: a/ a pathologic case for

our algorithm; both visibility domains have a very small

intersection and b/ existence of narrow passage di�cult

to capture for any random sampling algorithm.

proaches.

4 Visibility roadmap versus PRM

The PRM scheme Probabilistic roadmaps (PRM)

have been introduced in [6, 13]. The algorithm con-

sists of two phases. It �rst constructs a roadmap R

that characterizes the connectivity of the free con�g-

uration space CS

free

by randomly selecting a large

number of collision-free milestones, and checking if

each (or some) pair of milestones can be connected

by a collision-free path generated by a simple (usually

not complete) local method. When the preprocessing

phase has produced a roadmap that is representative

of the complexity of the free-space, the query phase

can e�ciently process motion planning problems by

connecting the initial and �nal con�gurations to the

same connected component of R. Several variants or

extensions of this basic scheme have been proposed

[5, 9, 1] to improve the e�ciency of the preprocess-

ing and the connectedness of the produced roadmap,

in particular for di�cult cases where the free space

contains narrow passages.

Comparison With respect to these methods, the

main advantage of the visibility roadmap is illustrated

in Figure 6. In this example CS

free

has two con-

nected component. Our algorithm will quickly �nd

the two guards that cover both connected components,

and the algorithm will stop just after M elementary

loops. At each of these loops the local method will

be called only twice, while the basic PRM algorithm

should call the local method a lot of times to check

whether each new collision-free node can be connected

to the roadmap.

With a same number n of random collision-free con-

�gurations, the visibility roadmap algorithm will call

the local method O(n) times, while a basic PRM al-

gorithm will call it O(n

2

) times

2

.

2

Limiting the calls to a given neighborhood (see [9] for in-

stance) may allow to reach a linear complexity with a \well"

chosen value of the threshold distance; however, a larger size n

Figure 6: Visibility roadmap versus classical PRM

PRM Basic Visibility

Roadmap size 4723 103

CS

free

coverage 99.9% 99.7%

Random confs 14169 14369

Free confs 4723 4753

Local method #calls 700610 57622

Col. checker #calls 8.725985 1.121790

CPU time 3367 sec 281 sec

Figure 7: Comparison onto the 6-dof puzzle example.

Obviously, the analysis of this simple example is not

a proof. We performed several experiments comparing

the performances of Basic-PRM and Visibility-PRM.

Figure 7 summarizes the results of one such exper-

iment performed onto a 6-dof \puzzle" example [9].

The free-space of this example consists of two large

regions connected by a narrow passage. As noted in

[9], the di�culty of the problem depends on the rela-

tive width of the passage with respect to the smallest

dimension of the moving object. It also depends on

the total volume of the con�guration space. The re-

sults summarized in the table were obtained for the

following dimensions: the workspace has dimension

200� 150� 150 with a rectangular passage of width 30

and the moving object is made up �ve blocks of length

50 and cross-section 10. Each test was performed by

running both algorithms with the same set of con�gu-

rations (i.e. the random node generator was initialized

with the same seed) until the roadmap captured the

connection between the two large regions. All the val-

ues of the table were averaged over ten runs performed

may be required to maintain the roadmap's connectedness.



with di�erent seeds.

Visibility-PRM captured the free space connec-

tivity with a roadmap much smaller than Basic-PRM

while maintaining the same coverage of the free space.

Moreover, the performance (number of calls to the lo-

cal method or CPU time) was 12 times better. Notice

that both required roughly the same total number of

random con�gurations.

Similar experiments performed onto this example

tend to show that the gain still increases for larger di-

mensions of the workspace (it drops to 18 when dou-

bling the z�dimension) or a smaller width of the pas-

sage. On the other side, comparisons performed onto

the less constrained examples of Section 5 showed a

gain of performance ranging from one to a few times.

For all cases, the produced visibility roadmaps are

much smaller.

5 Other Results

Both algorithms were integrated into the Move3d

software platform

3

. Move3d serves as a testbed

for motion planners that we develop for polyhedral

workspaces. It allows to model many kinds of me-

chanical systems: free-ying, manipulators, nonholo-

nomic mobile vehicles, mobile manipulators. . . The li-

brary contains a set of functionalities that make easy

the development of new motion planners. Collision

detection is currently performed with the I-Collide li-

brary [11].

Figures 8, 9 and 10 present various problems solved

with the same version of visibility-PRM. In this ver-

sion, the algorithm includes starting and goal con�g-

urations as initial guards and stops as soon as it �nds

a solution path.

6 Conclusion

In this paper we have introduced the notion of vis-

ibility roadmaps as a way to capture the free-space

connectivity with a small number of guards and also,

to control the end of the roadmap's computation by es-

timating the quality of the free-space coverage within

the algorithm.

The �rst results obtained with a preliminary imple-

mentation of the algorithm are encouraging, especially

for the di�cult cases of free-spaces containing narrow

passages which usually require dense and expensive

roadmaps with PRM schemes.

Although preliminary, these results raise several in-

teresting issues that we expect to address. It may

be interesting to investigate the idea of \movable

3

see http://www.laas.fr/~nic/G3D/RIA-g3d.html

Figure 8: A path for a 6-ddl manipulor found in 120 sec-

onds.

Figure 9: A simple problem with a 4-ddl helicopter amidst

buildings (< 1 second).

guards" in order to limit the risk of generating guards

whose visibility domains have a very small intersec-

tion. Also, a formal analysis of the proposed method

would be desirable to better characterize its perfor-

mance fromgeometric properties of the free-space such

as ��goodness or expansiveness introduced in [7].



Figure 10: A coordinated motion of a 9-ddl nonholonomic

mobile manipulator (20 seconds). Here the local method

addresses the nonholonomic constraint of the platform via

the computation of Reeds and Shepp curves [14].
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